The application of average t-matrix IATA) and coherent potential (CPA) approximations to the calculation of average electron momentum density p(ll) in. random mufftn-tin alloys A"B, , is considered. The necessary equations for the general matrix elements of the operators describing scattering by the CPA atom and also by an A or B atom embedded in the effective medium are derived. Various versions of the ATA for p(l)) are discussed. Several p(l)) curves calculated on the basis of the CPA and ATA in Cu"Ni, "are presented. These results are used to delineate the effects on p (P) of self-consistency in the treatment of disorder.
I. INTRODUCTION
Much of the recent work concerning electronic structure of disordered metallic alloys has focused on the application of single-site approximations, and particularly the average t-matrix (ATA) and coherent potential (CPA) approximations, to the muffin-tin Hamiltonian. The application of these approximations to obtain the average electronic density of states p(E) and associated spectral properties has reached a fair degree of maturity, although some difficult problems remain to be solved. The stage for a full theoretical development and discussion of other electronic properties te.g., momentum densities, soft x ray emis-sion (or absorption} profiles, neutron scattering form factors, optical spectra, transport coefficients, etc. ] would therefore appear to be clearly. set. Our particular interest here is in the average electron momentum density, which is related to the measured positron-annihilation or Compton scattering profiles in random alloys.
In earlier publications, " we have presented the ATA formalism for p(p }and applied it to Cu, Ni, ". In Ref. 3 a new version of the muffintin ATA for p(E) (referred to as ATA2), which incorporates the physically important effects due to a single A or I3 impurity atom embedded in any given effective medium, was considered. A discussion of several aspects of the equilibrium electronic structureof Cu ¹, "and Cu"Zn, "alloys on the basis of the muffin-tin CPA and ATA2 has also been reported. %'e analyze the average electronic spectrum of the alloy within the framework of the single-site approximation, which amounts to replacing the disordered alloy by an ordered crystal of appropriately chosen effective atoms. In the ATA, the effective atom is characterized by the scattering matrix t'" = «) = xt" + yt . - 
Equatloll (2-14) RIld (2 15) Rx'8 to be understood G,(r r' R")=g -r-, (f)f, (»P)a","'q"(»P') r, , ( ') P. &7'"(P, P)) =~&7"0" (P, P)}0 A+y& '0" (P P))0 B (2.26) Of the B z-independent terms (i.e. , F"F"and F,), E, and E, obviously vary as (E-P')', but F, -(E -p').
While F, vanishes rigorously in the CPA, it turns out that in the general case it is difficult to ensure a proper behavior for E, as p -)f, and therefore we have dropped the contribution E, from our final expression for p«(p, E).
For the 8 z-dependent term F4, we use the replacement
(1-T0»() tt'A ) '--(r,ff' VB')(T"' -VB') ', - Much of the preceding discussion is. also applicable to Cup 25Ni". , considered in Fig. 2 and to other alloy compositions that we have studied (not shown). Note that in the Ni-rich regime the Cu-impurity resonance in the ATA (the structure around 0.43 Ry in Fig. 2 ) is completely smeared out in the CPA in Fig. 2(a) , and only a hint of this structure remains in the CPA umklapp curve of Fig. 2(b) . (110) As emphasized elsewhere, " to calculate the Bloch spectral density, we require the non-site-diagonal matrix elements (r+R"~G c'~r'+R ) (&to yn). To evaluate these quantities, we use the operator identity C" =(1+0 )"))G +G Q T, ) )G(1+ Q )) «~,&~m Proceeding as in the derivation of (A8), we find (A11) (A12) where the indices i and j are summed over the atomic species A, B and c"-= x, cs -=y. [Thus, the term in large parentheses in (A12) involves a sum of four terms. ] The quantities P~~~i&(n -m) are defined by Z&",,&(n -~) =D&o T""D&, ', &, 
